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A single hidden layer feedforward neural network (FFNN) is called a 

transparent FFNN if its output vector is a reproduction of the input vector. 

In this case, the input vector is the target output vector. Once the 

transparent FFNN is well designed with the m-bit plaintext input set, the 

designed network is divided into two parts: the transmitter private network 

encrypting part and the receiver public network decrypting part. The 

hidden vector which is the output real vector of the private network part is 

transmitted using the decimal-value ordered lookup table (DVOLT). The 

m-bit binary cipher vector is the chosen binary index of the lookup table. 

In this paper, the binary plaintext vector size (m) is chosen to be 16 bits 

(two bytes). Computer simulation shows that both operations of 

encryption or decryption of all possible plaintext of 65536 (2
16

) vectors 

can be done with zero error and an average processing time of 8.3 msec 

per 16-bit vector (4.15 msec / byte) per operation. The average hamming 

distance between the binary plaintext and the binary ciphertext is 

calculated as 7.8798 for all possible plaintext of 65536 16-bit vectors. 

This scheme can't be attacked by either brute force or cryptanalysis since 

there are no binary keys or known mathematical structures. The most 

important part which must be kept secret is the private matrix of the 

transmitter private network encrypting part. Each of the private encrypting 

key and the public decrypting key needs a memory size of about 8.5 

Mbytes. The large size of both the private and public keys may limit the 

applications of the proposed scheme to large workstations 

intercommunications. This proposed cryptography scheme provides 

sender authentication and also receiver confidentiality.  
 

KEYWORDS: Cryptography, neural network based cryptography, 

transparent neural network, and decimal-value ordered lookup table. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 

The explosive growth in computer system and their interconnections via networks has 

increased the dependence of both the organizations and individuals on the information 

stored and communicated using these systems. Data encryption is the most important  
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part in computer network security in order to protect data from disclosure and to 

guarantee the authenticity of data and messages. Symmetric key and public key are the 

two most important modern kinds of cryptography. Symmetric key algorithms such as 

DES, IDEA, AES or blowfish are based on diffusion and confusion of several rounds 

of main function execution using one key for both encryption and decryption. On the 

other hand, public key algorithms such as RSA, ElGamal or elliptic curve cryptography 

are based on mathematical functions [1, 2]. Public key cryptography is asymmetric, 

involving the use of two separate keys, in contrast to symmetric encryption, which uses 

only one key.   Public key algorithms rely on one key for encryption and a different but 

related key for decryption. In this paper, a neural network based cryptography scheme 

is introduced. In this proposed scheme, there is a private key which is used only for 

encryption while the other different but related public key is only used for decryption.  

 
II. THE PROPOSED  CRYPTOGRAPHY  SCHEME 

 

Feedforward neural network (FFNN) is fast and accurate if it is designed with Back 

propagation learning algorithm [3-5]. In this paper, the transparent FFNN is introduced 

as a single hidden layer FFNN which reproduces its input vector as its output vector. In 

this case, the input vector is the target output vector and the Back propagation learning 

algorithm is used during the learning phase.  The input vector set is deterministic and 

consists of all binary m-bit vectors whose decimal values are from 0 to (2
m
 -1) which 

represents all possible concatenations of m-bit plaintext.  Once the transparent FFNN is 

well designed with the m-bit plaintext input set, the designed network is divided into 

two parts: the transmitter private network encrypting part and the receiver public 

network decrypting part. The hidden vector which is the output real vector of the 

private network part is transmitted using the decimal-value ordered lookup table 

(DVOLT). The m-bit binary cipher vector is the binary index of the chosen lookup 

table vector. In this paper, the binary plaintext vector size (m) is chosen to be 16 bits 

(two bytes).  The transmitter's private network part consists of the input layer with 16 

input nodes plus a bias node, the input private matrix and the hidden layer. The size of 

the input private matrix which is fully connected between the input and the hidden 

layers is equal to (17 x 16). The hidden layer consists of 16 neurons.  The receiver's 

public network part consists of the output public matrix whose input vector is the 

chosen lookup table real vector and the output layer whose output vector is the 

decrypted binary vector (reconstructed plaintext). The size of the public network part 

input vector is 17 which is the chosen lookup table real vector plus a bias input. The 

output layer consists of 16 output neurons. Therefore, the size of the public matrix is 

also equal to (17 x 16). Figure 1 depicts the proposed scheme. 
 

The size of m determines the plaintext size which should be large enough to acquire 

the proposed cryptography system good diffusion property so that the plaintext 

statistical characteristics do not reflect on the ciphertext. On the other hand, the choice 

of m determines the number of input layer nodes as well as the number of hidden layer 

neurons and that of the output layer. Therefore, m is chosen to be 16 to compromise 

between security strength and complexity of the proposed scheme. In order to increase 

the security strength of the proposed scheme, the input binary message can be divided 

into 64-bit vectors. A 64-bit input permutation can be defined and used. Four 16-bit 
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Figure 1: the proposed cryptography scheme. 
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The binary input plaintext vector is converted into real vector which maps the logical 

one binary bit to 0.9 and the logical zero binary bit to 0.1. This real input vector is 

more suitable for the single hidden layer FFNN. The initial coefficients of both of the 

private and public matrices are random real numbers between zero and one.  The NN is 

fully connected with sigmoid neuron function.  The hidden layer output vectors which 

need to be transmitted to the receiver are real numbers between -1 to 1.  Transmitting 

these hidden layer output vectors requires much more than m bits per vector. Instead of 

transmitting these hidden layer output vectors, both the sender (encryptor) and the 

receiver (decryptor) must have  an ascending ordered version of all possible real 

hidden vectors as a lookup table of size ( 2
m
 x m).  The transmitter now needs to 

transmit the index - of only m-bit size – of the corresponding correct real hidden vector 

so that the size of both plaintext vectors and cipher vectors is the same.  The lookup 

table size will increase as m increases. The author has introduced the decimal-value 

ordered lookup table and a very fast decimal-value ordered lookup table search 

algorithm for any size m. 

 
A. Decimal-Value Ordered lookup table Algorithm 
 

In this algorithm, we assume the vector set is exhaustive and deterministic i.e. the set 

consists of all expecting possible vectors.  The vector set size equals to (2
m
 x m) where 

m is the vector size and the lookup table will be a permuted version of the vector set. 

Therefore, the lookup table size is also equal to (2
m
 x m).  

 

The decimal-value ordered lookup table can be formed by following the following 

steps: 

  

Step 1: Each vector vi , i = 1,2,3,...,2
m
 in the vector set is binarized against a carefully 

selected threshold  t, where v(i,j) sets to one if  v(i,j) > t otherwise, it resets to zero and 

j = 1,2,...m. 

 

Step 2: Find the vector of the decimal values in which each component represents the 

integer decimal value of the m-bit binary word corresponding to a binarized vector in 

the vector set.  Therefore, the size of the decimal-value vector is equal to 2
m
.  These 

integer decimal values do not have to have all values from 0 to (2
m
 -1) but there will be 

many repeated decimal values. The number of repeated certain decimal value should 

be small since their corresponding vectors lie in the same hypercube of dimension m.  

 

Step 3: This integer decimal-value vector is sorted (ordered) in ascending order where 

the sorted values are kept in vector n called the decimal-value ordered vector and their 

corresponding indexes (positions) in the real input set are kept in vector p.  The sorting 

mechanism is done in order to have all repeated decimal values grouped and ordered. 

Each group has a unique decimal-value and a known size which can be easily reached 

and searched for the input vector. 

 

Step 4: The real final decimal-value ordered lookup table is formed by reordering the 

real vector set according to the p vector so that each vector is placed in a position of its 

decimal-value group. 
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B.  At the transmitter 
  

The transmitter should have a copy of the real decimal-value ordered lookup table of 

size (2
m
 x m) as well as   a copy of the integer decimal-value ordered vector n of size 

(2
m
). 

 

For each real hidden vector -the output of the private network part- to be transmitted 

using the above lookup table algorithm, a fast decimal-value ordered lookup table 

search algorithm is introduced and described in the following steps: 
 

Step 1: Binarize the real hidden vector using the same threshold t. 
 

Step 2: Calculate the integer decimal value which corresponds to the binary m-bit word 

of the binarized vector. 
 

Step 3: Find the index (position) of the decimal value in the decimal-value ordered 

vector n to find the corresponding group and its size. 
 

Step 4: Search for the real hidden vector in the corresponding group for zero error 

using a distortion measure such as mean square error (mse) and find its decimal index 

(position) in the lookup table. 
 

Step 5: Convert the decimal index of the chosen hidden vector to m-bit binary word 

which is the transmitting ciphertext. 
 

The actual search time of the encoding process depends on the size of the decimal-

value group which is much smaller than that of the whole lookup table.  

 

C.  At the receiver 
 

The receiver should have only a copy of the real hidden vector lookup table of size    

(2
m
 x m). 

 

Step 1: Calculate the decimal value of the binary m-bit word of the received binary 

vector (ciphertext) which is the decimal index of the correct hidden real vector in the 

lookup table. 
 

Step 2: Apply the chosen lookup table real vector to the public network part whose 

output is a real output vector. 
 

Step 3:  Binarize the real output vector using the same threshold t in m-bit word which 

is the decrypted plaintext. 

 
III.  COMPUTER  SIMULATION  RESULTS 

 

In order to evaluate the proposed neural network based cryptography scheme, the 

binary plaintext vector size is chosen to be 16 bits. A single hidden layer transparent 

feedforward neural network is designed using the back propagation algorithm.  The 

input layer has 16 input nodes plus a bias one, the hidden layer has 16 neurons plus a 

bias input and the output layer has 16 neurons. Both bias inputs are constants and need 
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not to be transmitted.  Therefore, both of the private network part and the public 

network part matrices have the same size of (17 x 16).  The input vector set consists of 

all possible concatenations of 16 binary bits, thus the size of the input vector set is (2
16

 

x 16). The input vector set is converted into a real one by setting 0 and 1 into 0.1 and 

0.9 respectively. For a transparent FFNN, the target vector is the same as the input 

vector.  Starting with random private and public matrices, an excellent transparent 

FFNN is obtained with zero error. At each iteration, during the learning phase, a 

different permutation from the input vector set is used.  Once, the transparent single 

hidden layer FFNN is designed, it is split into the private and public parts and the 

output real hidden vectors of the hidden layer are saved in order to design the decimal-

value ordered lookup table which has the same size of (2
16

 x 16).  The ascending order 

decimal-value integer vector n of size (2
16

) is also designed for the transmitter 

encrypting process using the fast decimal-value ordered lookup table search algorithm.  

The cipher binary vector is the binary index of the correct hidden vector in the final 

ordered lookup table. 
 

An elapsed time = 18.1983 minutes is calculated for both operations of encryption and 

decryption of all possible plaintext of 65536 16-bit vectors with zero error i.e. an 

average processing time of 8.3 msec per 16-bit vector (4.15 msec/byte) per operation 

on Pentium III 866 MHz using Matlab 6. The average hamming distance between the 

binary plaintext and the binary ciphertext is calculated as 7.8798 for all possible 

plaintext of 65536 16-bit vectors.  For large message, the input binary message can be 

divided into 64-bit vectors. A 64-bit input permutation can be defined and used. Four 

16-bit input vectors are obtained from each 64-bit permutated input vector which can 

be encrypted using the proposed scheme. Figure 2 shows the proposed cryptography 

scheme for any size input binary message. 

 
A. Key Distribution for the Proposed Cryptography Scheme 
 

This proposed cryptography system provides sender authentication since no one but the 

sender has the private matrix and it provides also receiver confidentiality since no one 

but the receiver has the public matrix.  Moreover, a secret permutation can enhance 

sender authentication and receiver confidentiality.  All of the private matrix, the public 

matrix and the decimal-value ordered lookup table consist of real numbers which 

require eight bytes each while the decimal-value ordered vector consists of integer 

numbers which require only two bytes (16 bits) each. The private key consists of 

(17x16) private matrix of real numbers of the input layer (2176 bytes), a copy of the 

(65536 x 16) decimal-value ordered lookup table (8388608 bytes) and the 65536 

decimal-value ordered vector (131072 bytes) which sum to 8521856 bytes (8.522 

Mbytes). The public key consists of (17x16) public matrix of real numbers of the 

output layer (2176 bytes) and a copy of the (65536 x 16) decimal-value ordered lookup 

table (8388608 bytes) which sum to 8390784 bytes (8.391 Mbytes).  The large size of 

both the private and public keys may limit the applications of the proposed system to 

large workstations intercommunications. The private key can be locally generated by 

the user and needs no transmission.  However, the public key must be transmitted via a 

secure channel.  
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B. Possible Opponent Attacks 
 

This proposed cryptography scheme has the following property that is it can't be 

attacked by either brute force or cryptanalysis since there are no binary keys or known 

mathematical structures. 
 

Although a transparent single hidden layer FFNN can be easily designed, every pair of 

initial random private and public matrices will produce a completely different final 

pair.  Therefore, an opponent can design another transparent single hidden layer FFNN 

and get the corresponding decimal-value ordered lookup table. If the opponent can 

intercept the cipher vector and use his designed lookup table, the decrypted plaintext 

will be completely different from the correct one which means one can't use a private 

matrix and a public matrix of two different transparent neural networks.  Moreover, 

fixing the private (public) matrix, it is computationally infeasible to calculate the same 

corresponding public (private) matrix using the back propagation algorithm. Computer 

simulation shows 100 % error in all input set vectors if two different lookup tables of 

two different transparent neural networks are used in encryption and decryption, 

respectively.   
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Plaintext attack would require 2
m
 plaintext and ciphertext pairs which is assumed to be 

infeasible.  Plaintext attack may be useless if a secret m-bit permutation is regularly 

changed and used. For example,  a 16-bit input permutation such that [3  6  9  2  4  8 12 

15 16 1 5  7   14  11 13 10] is used for each input vector and its inverse [10 4 1 5 11 2 

12 6 3 16 14  7 15  13 8 9] is applied to each decrypted vector. 
 

This proposed cryptography scheme consists of three important parts.  Namely they are 

the private matrix, the public matrix and the decimal-value ordered lookup table. 

Although, knowing of only the decimal-value ordered lookup table or only the public 

matrix is completely useless. However, knowing of the private matrix only, the public 

matrix can't be calculated but the decimal-value ordered lookup table can be calculated. 

From the intercepted cipher vector, the opponent can get the corresponding real output 

vector of the hidden layer from the calculated lookup table and the corresponding input 

plaintext may be deduced. Therefore, the most important part which must be kept 

secret is the private matrix. Moreover, the transmitter and the receiver must have 

complete trust in each other. The receiver can forge a message and calculate its cipher 

since his public key includes both the public matrix and a copy of the decimal-value 

ordered lookup table. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

  

A 16-bit plaintext cryptography scheme based on a transparent single hidden layer 

feedforward neural network is proposed in this paper. The hidden vector that is the 

output of the hidden layer is transmitted using the decimal-value ordered lookup table. 

The cipher vector is the binary index of the chosen real vector in the decimal-value 

ordered lookup table.  Computer simulation shows that both operations of encryption 

and decryption of all possible plaintext of 65536 (2
16

) vectors can be done with zero 

error and an average processing time of 8.3 msec per 16-bit vector or 4.15 msec/byte 

per operation. The average hamming distance between the binary plaintext and the 

binary ciphertext is calculated as 7.8798 for all possible plaintext of 65536 16-bit 

vectors. This scheme can't be attacked by either brute force or cryptanalysis since there 

are no binary keys or known mathematical structures. The most important part which 

must be kept secret is the private matrix. Each of the private key and public key needs 

a memory size of about 8.5 Mbytes. The large size of both the private and public keys 

may limit the applications of the proposed scheme to large workstations 

intercommunications. This proposed cryptography scheme provides sender 

authentication and also receiver confidentiality. Moreover, a secret input permutation 

can enhance this encryption scheme robustness. 
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مي التغذي  ف أم ى الشبك العصبي الشف  نظ تشفير يعتمد ع
ل  ط جد  مرت إلتق

 
ه أحمد دل عبد ال  د/أحمد ع

عد بقس هندس  ذ مس نيأست ا  اإلكتر سب ااتص   الح
ندس  ي ال ان  –ك مع ح ان  –ج هرة –ح  الق

 
ون يبن اب ط قكتبت  طبق قكتبا البطبق   قكتبا الو ببق الشبكات  الصببك ا الشبةتأا ميتي با الة ت با ةةاب

البة ا و قكتا البرج و ي   كتلشةتأا ح ط  ة ةص  الشبكاا الصببك ا تا  البا ط قكتبت  كت بةبطا 
ف كح ط  ابون ية ب اانةشتربوارز  ب البطبق يبن  هالبطبق   ةابون ية ب هالببرج طبو نةبت ية ب هل

ق ةةابون يبن ابق الية  بت  الانتئ با الييانبا وعبططط البطب هرق انتئق و لتلك أإن ي يوعا ية  61
 ية  ا انتئق  (216) 65536

ق بي ن  الت ب الوق  إلب كصط من  ة ةص  الشكاا الصبك ا الشةتأا تا  البا ط قكتبت     بة ةت ب ي ت 
 حةوي قكتا الطبق و قكتا الو ق البة ا و يبةوأا اليصبتي   الةبق ةبركق ك ن يبت و  بي  كتليةةبت  

ببه ع ببه محببط   ببري  الت بب الاببتنق  حةببوي يبببةوأا ال ةشببة ر و  اببون عنببط الير ببق أبب   ق بببتل ل
اليصبتي   الةببق ةببركق كب ن قكتببا الو ببق البة ببا و قكتبا البببرج و  ببي  كتليةةبت  الصببت لةببك الةشببة ر 

يةةببت  البببتل و  اببون عنببط الير ببق  أبب    ببوز ا ببةبطايه إا لةببك ةشببة ر الر ببتئق  إل ببهالينببت ر ل
ا ين الير ق الينت ر  الي   ةتك

مرقت حت ت ا و بة  طولبا طبتي  هية ه برج قكتا الو ق التي مبكح ية ه برج الت  الوق طو ية 
و بة ةرة با الية  بت  أبق ال بطوق كتلت يبا الصشبر ا  (x 16 65536)الية  ت  أبق  بطوق ح يبه 

ه لية  هالتي  صكر عن ت اق ية  نا كت يا اتكةا لة   ق عي با الكحبط انتئق كت ةبطا اليتتر هكصط ةحو 
اليرةبا   حبةة   االةتبتقعن ية  ا يص ن و  ي  طتا ال طوق كصط ةرة ا الية  ت  الصشر ا ك طوق 

 هاليرةببا و تببو الير بق كتلكحببط عببن ية بب االةتبتقابق يببن الير ببق والي بةتكق كبببورل يببن  ببطوق 
البطبق  هالةشبة ر لية ب هتئق و  ياق ية رق ان 61انتئق تو  هبرج الت  الوق و ر ق الصنوان كية 

ق   تبو الي ببةتكق  الصشبري يببن ال بطوق كت بةبطا الصنبوان  وا ببةبطايه  هالية ب كتلةتبتقالانبتئق البب
ت  الاتنق ل حبق ع  الية  هاية  ق اية  هطبق ل  برج  هالانتئق الب

ةشة ر ع  الحت ا اآلبق ح بط و بط مي اتن با ةت ب  مي ر بتلا انتئ با ة يحتاتل طتا الن ت اليتةر  ل
% ايببت ةبب 611رقب انببتئق ةبب ةشببة رط كن بكا ن ببت   61ية  ببت  ابق ين ببت  ةاببون يببن  إلبب مبب ا 
ن ببت وك ببتن بببصوكا  منببوا ينتقشببا  بب  اليةةببت   ابةراقببهال  ببو اليةوقصببا ل يببتطا الير ببق  حببتأ  ع

 البتل كه 
 


